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A simple guide with tips to help you make style choices for beautiful portraits. 
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familystyling

When preparing for a photography session, the #1 question I get asked is, "What should
we wear?" So, I decided to create this style guide to help you with the process. 
 
Remember, everyone has their own unique style and the most important thing is that you
end up with images that you love.  These tips and suggestions are meant to inspire you
and to help guide your style and color selections to create a cohesive and timeless look. 
 
Of course, I am always available for any questions and I will include additional resources
at the end of this guide. 

When it comes to styling a family, I often find it easier to build a family's wardrobe based
off of a single item. I then use those colors to build additional outfits. Here is an example
of what I mean:

Here, you can see that daughter's dress is multi-colored. I pulled
the pink color from one of the flowers for mom's dress. If I were
dressing dad, I would probably choose navy blue and cream or
light khaki. If there was another child, I would continue to pull
colors, adding in complementary colors as needed. For example,
because of the muted tones here, brown would work, as would a
sage green, or maybe even a gold color. Stay consistent with
your tones. Meaning, you wouldn't add primary colors (think basic
rainbow colors) or neons here. 

Other things to consider are the timelessness of your images. I encourage my families
to avoid shirts with any kind of characters, images, or writing. This includes character
tees for the kiddos. If you want to include them in your images, consider an open
button-up shirt over it to maintain the styling of your session while still letting them
show off their favorite tee. 
 

DO wear comfortable shoes (or bring a pair with you for walking around location
DON'T wear dirty or multi-colored sneakers
DO go barefoot if you want! Sometimes the best shoes, are no shoes! 

Shoes



body type
As a plus-sized woman, I think that this can be the most intimidating part of styling a
session. But, I think this can have a lot to do with how WE perceive ourselves versus
how others see us. Whether you are curvy, or not. Skinny or not. Tall or not. You are
uniquely beautiful and I am determined to remind you of that. I want you to dress in a
way that you are comfortable but I also want  you to remember that your photos are
special and it's ok to get a little dressed up for them if you want to. For some people,
wearing a long maxi dress creates a feeling and look that they love. Long dresses
create softness, movement, and romance while also adding a feminine flair. Plus, the
draw the eye up and down, without stopping along the way which can be flattering to
most body types. While equally beautiful, keep in mind that shorter dresses can be
more difficult to pose in.  
Not a dress person? No problem. Consider jeans with sandals, tall boots, or booties
(you know, the lower boots lol). Wearing layers is a great way to add dimension and
can actually be slimming. You could always do a button up shirt, light jacket, or
sweater if you're more comfortable covered up. 

hairstyles
Let me start by saying that I realize that not everyone has long flowing perfectly
curled locks. Trust me, my hair is a big poofy mess most of the time. With that said, if
you DO have long hair, I will usually encourage you to leave it down because it
creates a soft, romantic look. Obviously, if you have short hair, it's gonna be down
either way so you're already ahead of the game! I would simply suggest not to have it
slicked back tight against your head. That is all. 

addingaccessories
Accessories are a fun and easy way to add color, interest, and a personal touch to your
images. Adding a necklace, scarf, rings, hats (not baseball hats typically), shoes, belts,
etc., can be a fun way to add some fun to your outfits. For smaller children this might
even mean a favorite toy if it suits the look you're creating and you're ok with it showing
in your images. I will often bring blankets as well to add softness and give you
something to sit on. 

***Please no electronics (iPads, phones, games, etc.)****



choosingcolors
When it comes to choosing the color palette for your session, there are a few things
to keep in mind:
 

Hair and skin tone. You don't want to have your
outfit compete with your skin or make you appear
washed out. If you are fair skinned, choose tones
that are darker than your skin tone. As you can
see from this example, this doesn't have to be
dramatic. Just a touch of creamy color or richness.
The exception to this rule is white. A white dress
can work on just about every skin tone. When
styling this session I had to be mindful of mom's
red hair and fair skin. Oranges and reds (unless
just the right tone) would have been distracting
and not as flattering.

Surroundings. When choosing your outfits, keep in mind that your surroundings
should compliment what you are wearing, not compete with it. This will change
from season to season. For example, in the Fall, I would encourage what they call
"jewel" tones. Rich colors like burgundy, dark greens, golds, deep blues, etc. In the
summer, lighter colors are less visually "heavy" and suit the environment a bit
better. If we will be working in a field of green grass, you wouldn't want to wear
green (unless you want to be camouflaged lol). You want to dress in a way that
suits your surroundings without blending in or standing out in an unnatural way. 

Home decor. Ok, so I know this one might sound random but hear me out. If you
plan to print and display your images (and I really hope you do), you will want to
have those images look like part of your decor. This is less of a consideration if you
have very neutral colors in your home. However, if you are more design saavy than
me, you might have bold colors in your living spaces. Just something to keep in
mind when selecting your outfits. 



Remember when we were in school and the art teacher talked to us about the
color wheel? About how colors across from one another are "complementary"
colors and look good together? Well, go ahead and ignore all that. 
 
As you can see from the examples below, tone is more important than color.
Sure, complementary colors are great for adding a pop of color that really
stands out, but when putting together outfits for your family it's not practical.
So, while you might not put bright red and green together, you could put a dark
red or maroon and a deep green or sage together. As long as you have
elements that pull them together, it will work. By maintaining similar tones, you
can use almost any colors together. 
 
Check out some examples of how these colors work together and what I mean
about "tones". 



Remember, your photos are a personal thing. This style guide is only
meant to help you consider the different aspects of styling a session. In

the end what matters is that we create images that you love. 

With that being said, here are some general Dos and Don'ts for any photo
session: 

DO wear clothes that compliment your body type, skin, and hair tone. 
DO wear clothes that support the look you are trying to create. Ex: if you want
more intimate, timeless, romantic images wear a long dress or even an over-
sized sweater to create that ambiance. Ripped jeans and a tee shirt probably
won't create that same look. 
DO wear comfortable shoes. Nearly all my sessions require we walk through
some sort of grass or non-paved surface. Wear comfy shoes or at least bring
some to wear while we move around.  
DO remember to bring sunscreen and bug spray. (this has nothing to do with
style but no one likes sunburn and bug bites)
DO empty your pockets or items like cell phones, keys, etc. so there aren't
any distracting lumps and bumps 
DO dress for the weather. If it's hot, dress everyone appropriately. Nothing
will kill the mood faster than overheated children. If it's cool, dress in layers or
bring coats to wear between shots. 

DON'T wear colors that reflect onto skin like bright orange, green, yellow.
This is especially true if you are fair skinned as those colors will create a
colorful glow on your face that isn't awesome. 
DON'T dress everyone in the same outfit. It lacks visual interest and can
make it difficult to create separation between individuals. 
DON'T give small children candy (or drinks) that may leave color or a mess
behind. I know this isn't technically a style thing but stained hands, faces,
and clothes take away from the look you worked so hard to create.  
DON'T wear baseball hats or sunglasses. We want to see your face. If
someone has transition glasses, this may be difficult to avoid. 
DON'T wear clothing with characters, writing, or logos. 
DON'T bring anything for the kids that you don't want to be in your images.
This is particularly true of anything electronic like phones, iPads, and
games. 



A few of my favorite things!
Click here to visit my Pinterest page for outfit ideas and color
combination inspiration. 

I have personally also had really good luck with local consignment
shops. I've been able to find really beautiful and unique pieces for a
fraction of what they would have cost new. 

Some of my favorite shops to find unique and beautiful outfits!
(click each item to explore)

Urban Outfitters

Dress & Muse

Wren & Ivory

Free People

Joy Folie

Amazon

Target

Remember, I'm always available if you want feedback on your outfit
choices or want additional help making selections! 

www.jjoyphotos.com

TJ Maxx and Marshalls  (check your local stores for current selection)

https://www.pinterest.com/contactjjoy/
https://www.urbanoutfitters.com/
https://www.dressandmuse.com/shop-all
https://wrenandivory.com/
https://www.freepeople.com/
https://www.joyfolie.com/
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=women%27s+dresses&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.target.com/
http://www.jjoyphotos.com/

